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While the men's basketball team was making history in San Jose, Calif.. Murray State's
Faculty Senate Finance Committee was creating a historical moment as well.
UThis is the first time that we have issued
a written report," Winfield Rose, professor
of political science and chair of the Finance
Committee, said.
According to the committee's report,
Murray State intercollegiate athletics
expenses rose by $421,967 from 2008 to 2009
resulting in the highest amount in University history to $4.9 million.
On behalf of the committee, which consists of six faculty members. Rose recom·
mended to the Board of Regents "... we find
the size of this subsidy and its growth inappropriate. ... We further encourage the President and the Board of Regents to freeze the
athletic subsidy at its present level immediately and to eliminate it totally over the next
decade."
Rose said the examination of official
audits, Factbooks and Equal Employment
Opportunity·data has gone on for at least 10
years, resulting in a formal, written recommendation to the Board of Regents.
Though this recommendation has been
presented, he said he is not optimistic of its
success.
uwe are under no illusion that what we
have to say will be taken seriously by the
Board or by the administration," Rose said.
University President Randy Dunn commented on the athletic spending debate in
his Roundabout Murray column just before
the Racers played in round one of the NCAA
tournament
"It's always been interesting to me to
notice that people argue about the role of
athletics in higher education from both ends
of the spectrum," Dunn said. "Some faculty,
especially, may think that intercollegiate
athletics as a whole should be banished.
Other individuals, with an opposite view,
believe that no amount of money spent is
too much to establish a winning team for
one's alma mater."
The members of Faculty Senate who
voted in favor of the Finance Committee's
recommendation believe there should be a
cap on athletic spending.
"How far does it go in these tight financial
times?" Rose said. "Does intercollegiate athletics have a virtual blank check on the Uni·
versity's bank account?"
Rose said this recommendation would
minimize student tuition and fees, increase
student scholarships and fmancial aid and
increase library funds to ultimately advance
Murray State's efforts as an academic institution.
Director of Athletics Allen Ward said via
e-mail he does not support the committee's
recommendation.
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Athletic spendlno came Into question durlno Racer Basketball's trip to the NCAA tournament. after which
campus tour requests Increased.
sion I member, which is where Murray State
aspires to compete, are complex," Ward
said. "It's not as simple as just playing basketball. The sport sponsorship and fmancial
parameters, coupled with Title IX federal
law, play a considerable role in determining
the scope of our program. I wouldn't expect
anyone to completely understand these
requirements, but they certainly prohibit me
from supporting such a resolution."
Rose said he does not believe athletics has
a role in advancing the University.
"Does anybody have any proof that it does
any good?" Rose said. "I'm like the man from
Missouri, I say show me. Where is the proof?
When does this stop increasing?"
Ward said intercollegiate athletics affect
Murray State positively, especially recently.
"Intercollegiate athletics contributes to
the University in a vast number of ways, and
the past couple of weeks is testimony to
that," Ward said. "The positive and overwhelming.publicity this great University has
received as a result of the special basketball
season we aU just enjoyed is priceless. Next
to Butler, and maybe Northern Iowa, no university received more national recognition
and notoriety than did Murray State."
Brandy Grimes, campus visit coordinator
for the Office of Recruitment, said since the
NCAA tournament, campus tour requests
have increased 24 percent, from I69 visits
last March to 222 this March.
Rose said scholarships for all students
would likely increase if this recommendation was enacted, but Ward said a substantial amount of the athletic budget is already
used to pay for student athlete scholarships.
"We are continually looking for new revenue sources, and our annual giving and corporate sponsorship levels are . increasing

despite a down economy," Rose said. "We
still top all of o~r conference competitors
when it comes to external giving, and that is
a trend I'm committed to continuing. However, there are a number of factors I can't
control that significantly impact the budget
and what it costs to compete at the Division
I level, including the increased costs of
scholarships."
Many universities are looking for ways to
cut costs and expenses, but few are looking
to athletic subsidies for solutions, Ward
said.
While Murray State has $12 million in
operating expenses, counterparts in Kentucky like the University of Kentucky and
the University of Louisville have total operating expenses of $68 million and $59 million, respectively.
In the Ohio Valley Conference Murray
State shares first with Eastern Kentucky.
Southern Illinois University - Edwardsville
and Austin Peay have the closest operating
expenses at $5 and $7 million. respectively.
"I would think the Board would want to
take a bard look at this situation," Rose said.
"Everybody else is on a very tight budget."
Ward said he stands in support of the
intercollegiate athletics at the University.
"I believe in this program and the important role it plays at Murray State. There is
so much passion for the program, the young
men and women that represent MSU, and
the pride it generates for all that call themselves Racer fans. The unimaginable and
incredible. returns from this past season
speak for themselves as it relates to the
investment of the university in its athletic
program."
Contact Phelps at robinj. phelps@
murraystate.cdu.
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This week
Coming Up
sessions;
Curris

Center.

visit

cam-

p~.murr.lystate.edu/services/ursa

•12::30 p.m. Earth Week panel discussion; Curris Center 'Barkley Room,

•April 22-25 '"Antigone" by Sophocles;
Price Doyle Fine Arts Genter Robert E.
Johnson Theatre; for mature audiences
only; free with Racercard

free

•12:30 p.m. Self-defense

claS$; Carr
Health second :Ooor dance studio,

ere.
•1:30 p.& Gr~ Wal*e. violin.
Juniot recltaJ: Price 'Doy~ Perfonn·

$2.SO
eS p.m. RCA; Curris Center Ohio

big Arts Oenter ~rmins Arts

Room: open to the public
•1:30 p.m. Orchestra concert: Lovett
Auditorium. free

aau, rree

Photo courte:;y of mlnhanas.dc

Today & Thursday

If you would like an
event to appear in the
This Week section, fill
out a form in The Murray
State News office at 111
WHson Hall, f~ to 8093175 or e-mail information
to thenews@murraystate.
edu.
Please submit events
by noon on Wednesdays.
W c cannot guarantee all
items received will be
published.

•7:30 p.m. "Burning the Future: CQal in
America": "Cinema International. Curris
Center Theatre, free

dl Cezaer, ~ talllpUI.JIUU'1'8l'State.
edul~uru

-J p.m. Leadenbip worbbop series:
~~..; C\u'PS ~Stables.

&ee
-6 p.m.

l~Xyle

Damron. tuba.

~recital; ~.Doyl& ~
.Am~ Petforllllq Arts Hall. ftet
ItS p.m. CAB •.meetkas; Ctmis Center
'l'eaneuee ROom: open to tile pubUc
e5 p.m. Barth Week Vermiculture
Workshop; Carr Health lawn, free

Police Beat
: AprilS
10:43 a.m. A caller from White
:
:
:
:
~

:
:
:
~

,
:

College requested an officer
locate an individual who had
not been heard from for a
couple of days. The officer
located the individual and
requested the individual
make contact with the caller.
3:28p.m. A officer spoke with
individuals trick-riding bicydes at Richmond College.
The individuals were told of
Murray State's policy prohibiting such activity and
were asked to leave campus.
4:28 p.m. A caller from Hart
College reported two individuals on the roof of the build·
ing. An officer made contact
with the individuals and
determined they were authorized to be there.

; April9
: 10:.48 a.m. A calle'r from ,Eliza' beth College reported the flag

on top of the building was in
need of repair. Facilities Man·
agement was notified.
1:32 p.m. An individual
requested to speak to an offi·
cer about a possible theft. An
officer spoke with the individual and determined a theft
had not occurred.
3:20 p.m. Kentucky State
Police requested assistance
locating an individual with a
warrant at Regents College.
The individual was located
and arrested by the Kentucky
State Police. An officer took
an information report.

AprillO
2:28 a.m. A caller from Hester
College requested to speak to
an officer concerning a possible assault. An officer took a
report for menacing.
6:38p.m. A caller from the 100
block of College Courts
requested an officer speak to
a group of people with loud
music playing from their
vehicles. An officer located
and spoke with the group and

they turned down the music.

9-J4 p.m. A caller from Hart
College requested an officer
check two individuals who
appeared to be arguing. An
officer located the individuals
and took an information
report:

Aprilll
1:57 p.m.

A caller from
Regents College reported
possible drug use by individuals outside the building. An
officer checked the individu·
als and determined there was
no drug use.
4:10 p.m. The Calloway
County
Sheriff's
office
requested assistance locating
an individual with a warrant
possibly living in Elizabeth
College. The individual is no
longer listed as living on campus.
10:03 p.m. A caller from
Lovett Auditorium reported a
vehicle was parked in front of
the building. An officer con·
tactecl the venicle"s owner
and the vehicle was moved.

April l2
9-l9 a.m. A caller reported a
dog running in the quad area.
Animal Control was notified.
5:14 p.m. Officers issued a
citation to James Stewart.
nonstudent from Murray, for
improper passing and expired
operator's license at Waldrop
and Shroat Drive.
9:08 p.m. Officers issued a
citation to Maroo Lee, sophomore from Murray, for failure
to yield right of way to a
pedestrian in a crosswalk nt
the Curris Center.

Aprll 12
a.m. A caller requested an
IOtncc~

located the individuals

requested they stop throw·
things.

parking lot with the rear window down. An officer left a
message for the vehicle's
owner.

April l3

Aprill4

3:18 p.m. A caller from Eliza·

2:35 p.m. An individual
requested to speak to an officer about a theft An officer
took a report for theft of
property lost, mi slaid ur
delivered by mistake under
$500.
5:06 p.m. An officer reported
a person had twisted their
:mkle nt l.ovctt :Auditorium.
The indh·idual was taken to
the emergency room by a pe r'-

beth College reported a vehi·
cle improperly parked in a
restricted zone. An officer
spoke with the driver and the
vehicle was moved.
6:46 pJll. A caller reported a
Regents College elevator not
working. Central PJant was
notified.
9:47p.m. An officer reported
a vehicle in a Five POints

check a group of people

l tb1rowirur things from the Price
Fine Arts Building. An

sonal vehicle. An officer took
a medkal report.
9".23 p.m. A caller requested a
welfare check of an individual
in Regents College. An officer
located the individual and he
was taken to the emergency
room by a personal vehicle.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests - 1

Assistant News Editor
Crystal Akers compiles Police
Beat with m11tmals provided
by Public Stifcty. Not all dispinched t alls arc listed.

: ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ATTENTION SENIORS!!
I
I

The Spring Senior Breakfast will be held
Thursday, April 29 at 8 a.m. in the Curris
....
Center Ballroom. Seniors and graduate
student~ who are graduating in May or August
2010 are invited to the breakfast free of charge.
I

I
I

I
I
I

Students should RSVP to the Office of
Student Affairs no later than
Thursday, April 22
studentaffairs@murraystate.edu

.. Faculty and staff may purchase tickets for $5
.... from their department secretary or the Office of
•

Student Affairs. For more information
contact the office at 809-6831 .

and euess what else:

most murray state students make healthYdetlsloos

News
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Richerson named Teacher of the Year
Stephanie Steele

they can one day encourage others as
teachers."
Richerson said she uses a different
instructional attitude in the classro<1m
and strives to present engaging lessons.
She said this makes for interesting classroom experiences.
Her various teaching methods and
love for teaching helps her mold her students into educators with a similar passion. she said.
"The fact that I have contact with students and I can sec their growth from
students to professionals is more than
rewarding.'' she said.
Richerson has received similar awards
in the past, she said.
In 1997, Richerson won the Ma.x Carman Outstanding Teacher Award, and
received the Collegiate Teacher of the
Year Award from the Southern Business
Education Association in 1994.
The Kentucky Business Education
Association named her Outstanding
Postsecondary Business Education
Teacher in 2004, and she received the
Board of Regents Teaching E.xcellence
Award in 1993 and 2005.
In addition to her numerous awards,

Staff writer
One of Murr;•y State's professors
reigned triumphant against competing
professors from around the country,
receiving recognition from the National
Business Education Association.
Ginny Richerson, professor and chair
of the department of adolescent, career
and special education, received the 2010
NBEA Collegiate Teacher of the Year
Award during NBEA's national convention April 2 in San Diego, Calif.
Richerson said she is honored to
receive this award and humbled her students consider her a motivator for success.
She said she has sought to inspire students to become great teachers and
works with her students to help them get
scholarships and grants.
Despite lhe students' respect for her,
Richerson said she is far from lenient in
the classroom.
"They are not spoon-fed," she .said. ''I
teach them to really work. I am not soft
on them. I push them beyond their limits
because my job is to encourage them so

GET(1)FREE
USDA CHOICE
T·BONE STEAKS
Fr"h FamHy Pack

""Mo"' ...""l

II$ .

Photo wurtcsy of Ginny Richerson

Ginny Richerson, professor and chair of the department of adolescent,
career and special education. holds her plaque from HBEA.
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u

FINAL
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she has served as president of KBEA and
the Pi Omega Pi National Business Education Teacher Honor Society.
Brett Barton, senior from Murray, said
he has experienced Richerson's educational methods and agrees she deserves
the recognition.
"I don't know of another professor on
campus that takes such an active role in
guiding her students," he said. "She has
shown me how to creatively and dynamically interact with students to meet their
needs."
Barton said Richerson has not only
been his teacher, but also a mentor and
friend. He said she pushes students to
succeed just like she pushes herself.
"I don't know many individuals that
get accomplished in a day what she does
before 7 a.m.," he said.
Barton said Richerson believes in all
her students and attributes his self-confidence to her support.
''She has instilled long-lasting principles that will stay with me much farther
and longer than any of the content I
learned in my time as a student," he said.
Contact
Steele
at
stephanie.
stcclt•@murraystate.edu.
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lDIOD

Opinion Editor: Jodi Keen
Phon e: 809-5873

Water Cooler Rundown, Day 143

Our view

Carelessness of
student body can
cripple University's
reputation

D\D "(ou
w\-\A~

~~\J ~ ~'T~

Seems juvenile, doesn't it?
Surprisingly, many U.S. academic institutions are experiencing a
problem with students defaming
faculty and staff online.
Quick law lesson: "Slander" is
speaking a harmful statement
about someone else. "Libel" is
when a harmful comment is published. And here's a news flash:
When you write something down
and someone else sees it, your
writing is considered published.
E-mails? Published. Your Facebook status and Twitter updates?
Yep. Text messages? In the words
of Sarah Palin, you betcha.
The News wants to remind student to watch their actions when
speaking negatively about University employees. You are not still in
high school, which is significant
for several reasons.
First, "juvenile" stuff doesn't fly
in the adult world. You may have 1
gotten extra chances as a kid, but
not any more.
Second, rumors have every I
potential to damage someone's
reputation or credibility, so be
aware of the gravity of what you
are saymg.
Third, even if your actions are
"juvenile," you won't be tried as a
child in court. You are legally an
adult, and you most definitely will
face adult consequences.
Freedom of speech is a beautiful
· thing about America, but it is not
unconditional. You have free
speech within reason and respect,
and that does not mean you can
abuse it.
While litigation and legislation
sorts out the intricate details of
what exactly is defamation, what
people arc allowed to say and
what others can do in response,
students should practice personal
responsibility all day. every day.
It's a good life lesson to take with
your diploma.
It's worth not destroying someone else's reputation, along with
your own.

~A\ t:>

A~OV""T' .M.E ! ?

The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

H
ey!
What's up? I'm just s1ttmg in
some lame lecture right now. I
wish my professor would just cancel class.
He's been doing that a lot lately.
I heard it's because he is banging
some chick in his department.
Can you believe that? I think he's
married, tool And the girl he's
with - can you say, uggo? I heard
she was just doing it because she
wants a promotion, but there's
somebody else before her on the
list - and the professor is on the
committee that decides who gets
promoted. Guess she's gonna
jump up the list pretty quick!
Anyway, I heard about their
affair from a friend of mine, but
he says it's all over the Internet. A
bunch of kids are posting things
on Web sites where they can
remain anonymous. I heard some
of the other professors in the
department are pretty upset that
kids are plastering stuff like that
all over the Web. I mean, it's not
like you can hide the fact that he's
a player and his girl's a slut, or
that he's just a jerk in general. So
who cares if you call them names
online? It's the truth! (WeJJ, I
· think it is.)

e

.\\

Campus voice

Schools should focus on education, not social engineering
When
the Murray
State University
Board
of
Regents
adopted a
sexual orientation,
non-discrimination
Richard
statemenf
Nelson
in 2008, I
Policy analyst for the t e 5 t i fie d
Family Foundation of against the
Kentucky
Idea, noting
it would be
a stepping stone to domestic partnerships. Now, two years later,
English professor Kevin Binfield
cited that statement as impetus
for change, and April 6, Murray
State's Faculty Senate took the
first step by voting to request the
University extend health benefits
to domestic partners of University employees. Is it farfetched to
now make the case that widespread sanctioning of domestic
partners will eventually open the
door to gay marriage?
Binfield defines domestic partners as "people who have entered
into long-term committed relationships comparable in duration
and commitment to marriage."
But he and others in the marriage
deconstruction movement fail to

consider the long-term implica·
tions of domestic partnerships. In
fact, they've neglected to answer
several important questions.
Why use traditional marriage
as a reference point for domestic
partnerships? Why limit partnerships to two people? Why have a
minimum age requirement? And
why shouldn't relatives qualify as
domestic partners? The answers,
of course, are elusive because
when the core definition of marriage as one man and one woman
is dismantled, lesser requirements will tumble shortly thereafter.
It's one thing to get a defmition
wrong in an academic setting. lt's
quite another to impose a wrong
definition on all of society and
expect taxpayers to pick up the
tab. The University of Kentucky's
"Domestic Partner Benefits Committee" estimated in 2007 that
extending marriage-like benefits
to domestic partners will cost UK
an additional $633;000 per year.
University President Randy
Dunn told The News this is a
recruiting issue. If that's the case,
why not just increase the salaries
of prospective hires? Why the
need for dramatic social engineering?
With such a bold proposal coming from Murray State's elected
academia, one would expect a

more thorough analysis of the
costs involved, not just economic
costs (which is a real issue as
state universities are facing l-1.5
percent budget cuts over the next
two years), but the price our culture will pay when bedrock relationships are manipulated by
political interest groups.
ln a day when marriage is
struggling and four out of every
10 children in America are born
out of wedlock, the last thing the
traditional family needs is another bit. Giving marriage-like benefits to unmarried, sexual partners
does just that.
It sends the message that marriage is just another type of sexual relationship. It puts heterosexual marriage and non-marital,
sexual relationships on the same
plane, which clearly they're not.
And it's an incentive to sexual
relationships outside of marriage
- something the state and federal
government have been discouraging for years.
When domestic partnerships
are
legitimized,
marriage
becomes marginalized. Fewer
people are likely to marry so long
as they're treated like they're
married. In fact, the University of
Louisville - Kentucky's first public university to adopt domestic
partnerships, in 2006 - required a
relationship of only 180 days in
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Shouldthedrinking age in the U.S.
be changed? Why or why not?
"No. I think people are already abusing
the drinking age of 21. and if it's
lowered to 18, people will start drinking
earlier."
Melanie Beyk.e ·Crestwood, Ky.
senior
"Yes. I feel that if you can fight and die
for your country, you should be able to
buy alcohol."
Katie Blalczak ·Elizabethtown, Ky.
sophomore

''No. If a person is drinking too much,
he could have an accident. Alcohol is
not good for all of the ages; it is very
dangerous."

Courtney Ctain!The News
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Yunis Banafi • Saudi Arabia
ESL student

order to get the benefits. But do
we really need more short-term
relationships? Shouldn't governing authorities promote stronger,
more durable marriages and lif~
long commitments?
Most w:ould agree that society
needs healthier families with both
fathers and mothers devoted to
raising their children. Mere partnerships between adults don't
accomplish this. Marriage - not
"marriage-lite" - is the relationship that deserves exclusive support from our University leaders.
To do anything less is cheating
our children in the long run.
Murray State Board of Regents
is facing its biggest cultural test
this year. Hopefully, they'll
choose to shore up the relationship, which is foundational to
society. If they don't, marriage
may become just another subject
studied in history class.

flaQ photo by RICky 11-~rtm/Thl New£ cuiCXJt by ClvtS Phillips/Thf Nrws. (sidebar from top) Call of flmt QfAplllt by Chns l'llntops/ Tlif lltWr. Cam·
pus Voice photo cCXJrttsy of Rocll¥d Nflson; SPQIU photo: Ricky ~Artin/Thf twws. f~altires Qrapilic lrom comlcbookmovit com; wealhtr Ql•phln
by Clms Phll!lps/Thf Ntwrwut!ltr lnf011Mtlon lrom weatllfr.com.
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In the face of tragedy ~-. numbers
By the

--~~--------~--------------

Polish
student
Ewa Wantulock
reflects on the
recent tragedy in
her home country
Saturday, Poland's president, fJist lady and 95 others,
died in a plane crash on their
way to Russia for the 70th
anniversary of the Katyn
massacre.
Q; How djd you find out
about the plane crash? What
was your reaction?
A: I got a text message from
my friend in Poland and then
I checked it out on a few Polish Web sites. It was so surprising, waking up to realize
so many people are missing.
They flew to Russia for the
anniversary of Katyn. There
was a Lutheran preacher
there from the city where I
grew up; his family is really
devastated. There were a lot
of people on the plane who
made Polish history and were
a big influence on the government, who helped make the
country free.
(My family and friends) are
in a very big shock. We realize we lost so many people;
we respect them more now.

Topic: Earth Day celebrations

Jodi Kf'en!The New;

Ewa Wantulock, freshman from Wlsla, Poland, looks at a Polish flag with
a black ribbon, mourning the loss of members of Poland's government.
Q; Have any Murray State
students expressed their condolences to you?
A:. Yes, I was really surprised by that. It warmed my
heart. They're really sad, too.
It was a good feeling that
someone cares. When you're
gone to a different .country,
your relationship with your
(home) country changes. lt is
really hard to be here and not
be able to do anything. I
appreciate Poland more and I
realize how important (it) is
tome.
Q; What's next for Poland?

A: The Polish constitution
says we have to have elections soon. The president had
six months left, so now they
have to do elections really
fast. I hope they do not use
this situation in a bad way,
but they make Poland a
stronger country.
Q; Will this encourage more
people to get involved with
the government?
A: It might inspire people to
put the situation in a positive
perspective, and put a lot of
effort into making our country beautiful and strong.

Established in 1970 with the intention of
showing appreciation for the third rock
from the Sun. people all over the world
celebrate and recognize Earth. Day.
In the spirit of the hollday, people ~cross
the country will wallc or ride a bike
instead . of driving. Several will go.without
the comfort of central air in their homes
and avoid usins more electricity than
necessary. Whatever the contribution.
many peop le make attempts to lessen
their impact on the planet.
Voters at thenews.org shared how they
wo\lld participate in honoring the Earth
on April 22:

IWalk or bike (33%)*

IRecycle

I

(22%)•

ITum off AC (22%)~

I

I
I

Use cloth shopping bag (22%)* -~
Plant a tree (0%)•
• AU resulfs iJS of noon Tb~;
ft<Jm tlutlli!WTWI'If.

Editor bids The News adieu
Mia Walters
'1 Editor-in-Chief
tJ

t)(

My first night as Editor-in-Chief was beth, John, Shannon, Kyle and Joe - jt has
April 22, 2009, and I wore a green wig, been an absolute pleasure to work with
white overalls and orange face paint. My you. You have been Like my Murray familast night as Editor-in-Chief was Wednes- ly, and although I will enjoy sleeping on
day, and I wore bell-bottoms, a peasant top Wednesday nights. I will always treasure
the time I spent in ill Wilson Hall. I know
and a psychedelic headband.
While at this point you may think I just next year is going to be great, and Elizalike to dress ridiculously on momentous beth will be a fantastic leader. (Just keep
days, I was actually fresh from All-Campus those five-hour energy bottles coming ...)
Moving out of my office this week will
Sing both nights. From being an OompaLoompa in "Charlie and the Chocolate Fac- be bittersweet indeed. I know Elizabeth is
tory" to a hippie in ''The Songs of Elton chomping at the bit to move in, but I have
1
• Johh" with my Honors Program loves; this
a lot of stuff to move! 1 have a ton of pho-.
1 year bas been amazing.
•tos offriends and family; the Etch-a-sketch
•
I have lived in the newspaper office, Trevin bought me for mental breaks, my
gone through a million red pens, laughed Salvador Dall poster that freaks everyone
until tears streamed down my cheeks and else out and a year full of great memories.
I've loved every minute of it.
It has been an absolute privilege to cover
Eli, Jordie, Jodi, Laura, Charlotte, Eliza- the news at this amazing University.

letters • letters • letters • letters
Domestic
partner
benefits too risky
(In response to The News' April 9
article "Domestic: partner benefits
possible")

As an alumnus of Murray State, I
would urge the University to (consider) very seriously the implications of offering benefits to domestic partners. Thls could send a message that the University discourages

marriage and supports alternative
lifestyles that may not be received
favorably in the community.
I would encourage the University
to not approve such a measure.
William Swatzell.
posted on thenews.org,
April U

Word choice implies
incorrect asSumption
(In

response to The News· April9

Stuck in arut?
Try atheme day!

Cheers to - Toplessrobot.eom for ca1liDs
out some idiot who
related Harry Potter
to Hitler and Latin to
witchcraft. Redick. ·

Jeers to •.. 26. percent ~
of women for crying
after a bad haircut.
Wait, we're hav~
bowlcut flashbacks -

the horrort

cheers~~e~
~

Harold A. Maio,
Fort Myers, Fla.

. fot; feec;l..

~· ~e
JNnsry 8ud teaching
JVV~V the willing. Keep fill~

•

IAAI't

ing those bowls with grain.

Cheers to - Paper- ~
.
providins a venue
for bookwon1).11 to
backswap.eom for

trade books.

Cheers to - Conan
O'Brien for being a
nerd and playing
Dungeons & Dragons.
NatUral 20 indeed.

column "Birthday girl, birthday
blues")

'"For fear of being slapped with an
unfair stigma" - I am not sure your
choice of word is accurate. You
mean unfair reactions, displays of
ignorance or discrimination.
All of those terms point to the vict.imizer; your term points, unfairly,
to yourself.

ri ce.org

•

Jeen
to ... Mike Huck· ~
abee for saying he
was misquoted by a
student journalist turns out, he wasn't.

.

Run am uk

by Trevin Holder

1

Check itl The News online opinion selection:
• Thenews.oro; The News attacks! Videos. links, previews and sports updates - what more could you ask for?
I

• Web exclusives! Old you miss AII-:Campus Sing? The News vldeographers were there to capture all the best and worst of 2010's event.

• '7'he NewS Facebook opinion forum: Time magazine reports more U.S. soldiers have committed suicide than have died in combat in Afghanistan.

Nestled into the
quiet cornfields of
central Illinois, there
is a little private college bursting with
vibrant energy. Lincoln Christian University may seem as
much fun as beating
your head on a wall
Jodi Keen at first glance, but
Opinion Editor don't be fooled!
Therein lies the salvation of any school stuck in a funless
rut: the theme day.
Lincoln is in the unique situation of
allowing its students to observe theme
days. That may not seem very odd, but it
is odd when you consider the fact that a
charter loophole makes it almost impossible for administrators to stop them.
Wouldn't we all love that kind of power?
Take, for instance, Superhero Day. You
might think students dress up in their
favorite superhero costumes, but no,
these kids are clever. Instead of 1,000
Batmans and Spidermans running
around, you'll see Underwear Man or
Toothbrush Girl (oral hygiene is her specialty). The creativity just astounds me.
Or you can participate in one of the
random days: Random Death Day or Random Break-Up Day. For the first, anyone
can at any time "slay" you where you
stand, and you must lie on the ground for
a full two minutes (presumably so your
loved ones can mourn you, but l guess
that's being optimistic). The second
involves improvised break-up speeches:
A boy walks into the dining hall, slams
down his tray and yells, '"How could you
DO this to me?!!" A girl yells back, "You
NEVER loved mel" and so it goes. Ross
and Rachel have nothing on this one.
There's also Secret Service Day. My
favorite story is from a class in a multilevel lecture hall, where one student hid
in the balcony and shone a laser pointer
at the teacher. Between yells of "Hit the
dirt!': the would-be sniper was tackled
and the teacher saved by four or so bodyguards in sunglasses.
One can choose from such theme days
such as Medieval War Day, when imaginary swords and gallant krughts spontaneously fight to the death in the quad;
Marriage Proposal Day, when class is
interrupted by shrieking females who
forget to tell their nervous male counterparts that their answer is, in fact, "yes";
or Musical Day. wht!n rhetorical questions are answered in improvised song.
All of these theme days lead up to the
school's annual Holer Fest, a day where
literally anything goes. Imagine the pandemonium: A guy, after slaying a mystical dragon in the quad, strolls into class
and sings a marriage proposal to his girl,
only to have another girl on the other
side of the room and say. "So ... I guess
this means we're breaking up?" At that
moment, she comt:s at him with a shiv,
but the boy is saved by a Secret Service
agent, who tackles the girl, and Sunshine
Man, who fries her to a crisp. None of
this matters, though, because during the
whole debacle, his buddy sneaks up on
him and slays him by giving him a paper
cut with a deadly Intro to Biology book.
After slaying a dragon, it would suck to
die that way, but what a story!
So I got to thinking about how to
implement theme days at Murray State.
Here is The New~ list so far:
Jockey Day: In honor of Racer One,
ride to class on a stick horse. Better yet, if
you don't have a stick horse, ride to class
on an imaginary horse, a Ia "Monty
Python and the Quest for the Holy Grail.''
I dori't really know where to get coconuts
around here, so I'm sure you could substitute canned goods for them and then
donate them to Need Line, because we're
good kids here.
Mad Scientist Day: What better way to
celebrate the new chemistry wing of the
science complex than by dressing up as a
mad scientist? I mean, you can buy a lab
coat at the University Store for almost
nothing! (Why am I finding out about
that now?!)
Racer Day: Murray State residents are
known to be pretty welcoming folks, so
this shouldn't be too hard. Instead of saying "Hey!" to people you meet on the
sidewalk, make like Racer One and greet
them with a spirited "Neigh!" Racer One
will be flattered, I'm sure.

Quote ofthe week (in reference to my
dreams about disasters. former boy
bands and the Titanic) "Freud would
bavc a field day with you."
-jeremy Goeckner

Song of the weelc "Goodbye. Yellowbrick Road"
- Elton]olm

Contact
Keen
murraystate.edu.

at

jodi.keen@

..
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from left Joe Fulks, Roy Stewart. Johnny Reaoan and Bennie Purcell etched their ways Into Murray State hlstorv books as some of the most Influential
. Racers of all time
. as student-athletes.
Photo Illustration by Chris Phillips/The N~ws
coaches and athletic directors.

Johnny Reagan

Joe Fulks
~urray

State Hall of Fame Induction: 1965
Basketball: 1941-1942

The 6·5, 190-pound forward, best
remembered for pioneering the modernday jump shot, is considered in some
~in~s as the greatest offensive player of
hts tune.
The Birmingham, Ky., native, who
played only two years for Murray State
because of military obligations, went on
to become one of the first players
inducted into the Basketball Hall of
Fame.
. Fulks gained fame during his profesSional career as a Philadelphia Warrior.
. His 63 points on Feb. 10, 1949, stood as
the most points scored in a professional
ga~e, a ~ark which stood for 10 years,
until Elgm Baylor scored 64 in November ofl959.
Fulks, averaged more than 23 points
per game during his first three seasons,
and earned the league's first scoring title
in 1946-47.
In 1971, Fulks was named to the NBA's
25th Anniversary Team.

Roy Stewart
Murray State Hall of Fame Induction: 1971
Football (Head Coach): 1932·1945
Football (Asst. Coach): 1946·1955
Stewart took the reins of the Murray
S!ate fo?tball team in 1932, after finishing
his playmg days at Union College, where
he is still considered one of the greatest
players in school history.
It did not take long for Stewart's team
~o enjo~ success, as his 1933 squad fintshed wtth a 9-o-o record, claiming the
Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association Championship.
Four years later, his 8+1 team claimed
the school's second SIAA title.
Along with his team's success on the
?Iidiron, Stewart was known for producmg model students in the classroom setting.
Stewart is tied with Bill Furgerson as
Murray State's winningest football
coach, finishing with a 60-33-ll record.
Stewart is also renowned as one of the
three "founding fathers" of the Ohio Valley Conference. The stadium at Murray
State bears his name.

Murray State Hall of Fame Induction: 1971
Baseball and Basketball: 1945·1948
Baseball (Head Coach): 1957·1993
Athletic Director: 1978-1987
The Bismark. Mo., native was the first
player in Murray State history to earn All
Kentucky Intercollegiate Athletic Confer·
ence honors four years in a row.
After his career at Murray State, Reagan
held all but one career basketball record,
and averaged double-digits in scoring.
Although Reagan excelled in basketball
he chose to pursue baseball as a career:
and spent two years in the St. Louis Cardinal's farm system. After coaching stops
at his former high school and at what is
now Louisiana-Monroe, Reagan returned
to coach the Thoroughbreds in 1957.
In his 36 years as bead baseball coach
he amassed an impressive 776·508-Ii
record, claiming ll OVC Championships.
He was named OVC Coach of the Year
nine times and is a member of the OVC
Missouri Athletic and Bismarck High
School halls of fame. The Murray State
field bears his name.

Bennie Purcell
Murray State Hall of Fame Induction: 1969
Basketball: 1949·1952
Tennis (Head Coach): 1968·1996
Purcell was the first player in Murray
State history to reach the l,OOO·point
plateau, fmishing his college career with
1,054 points.
He was a two-time All-OVC Selection,
and was named an All-American in 1952.• ·:~
Purcell went on to tour with the Harle~:
Globetrotters before returning as an assis=-:
tant basketball coach for Cal Luther.
·•
Pu;cell then took over the job of meri;i:
tenrus head .coach. a position he held for~;
years before handing the team over to his:
son, former professional tennis player Mei:
Purcell.
••
In his time as head coach, Purcell led th~:
team to ll OVC Championships and
named OVC Coach of the Year seven times:
The tennis courts at Murray State Universi-:
ty now bear his name.
Along with the Murray State Hall of
Fame, Purcell is also a member of the OVC
Kentucky Tennis and Intercollegiate Tenni~
Association halls of fame.

was:

Compiled by Elizabeth Johnson and Ricky Martin/The News
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Golf gears up for OVC
Greg WaddeD
Assistant Sports Editor

Here We Go, Boys and Girls
I've been thinking
about this column for
:;o long that now it's
here and.I don't know
What to say.
• What a way to start
off an introduction column right?
· Well for those of you
who don't know me,
•my name is Greg Wad- Assistant Sports
dell and I'll be your
Editor
;Sports Editor for the
'next 12 months.
'• •After what feels like an eternity, the
Vibc Sniper is gone and Ricky - the new
assistant sports editor - and I will finally
get to unleash our creativity on the world.
This should be interesting.
From talks of building partitions, to
Wl.!ekly staff basketball games and even to
totally scrapping Hot Shots, our conversations in the last few days have left me more
• and more e-xcited about what's to come,
and even a little hit scared.
For once "mom" won't be there to hold
our hands.
' We're still in talks about what new addi-tions we'll be making, but as for now, be
expecting more intramural sports coverage, more interactive aspects. AP box
s(."Qrcs of local pro teams (•cough* the Car" dlnals •cough*) and maybe a little pro soccer coverage here and there.
•. · Basically what I'm saying is get ready for
something totally different - we plan on
· going places we've never been before.
I could spend the rest of this space
·telling you aU about the crazy ideas Ricky
'and J have come up with but I don't want
to' give everything away just yet and I don't
think r could do them justice anyway. I
• think it'll just be better if you see for your•self.
lbat said, I just want to thank the Big
Guy upstairs for the opportunity. I really
·am humbled to take this job and look for•ward to all the twists and turns this year
will undoubtedly present.
•. •But I also don't want this to be all about
me. As I've learned painfully in the past,
· you can only do so much. Although I'll do
the best I can to make this section exciting
· and different, 1 feel like my staff is what's
going to make this year special.
• So thank you Ricky, Jeffrey and Kyra for
the roles you play and I look forward to
•getting to know each of you better in the
· year to come. It's gonna be good.
For tho~e of you ~ounting at home
though, yes, that is only four people
· including myself which brings me to my
next point. We are hiring. Call me (809·

1

I

Photo courtesy of Sports Information

Junior cameron carrlco tees off last season. Carrico was named
OVCGolfer of the Week after last weett's third place performance.

This is exactly where they wanted to be.
With two straight wins under their belt,
including a win in last weekend's UK Bluegrass Invitational. Head Coach Eddie Hunt
said the men's golf team is peaking at just the
right time.
With the OVC tournament looming on the
horizon, the team will look to utilize their
momentum and claim a little vengeance after
last year's unfortunate finish.
Up seven going into the final round in last
year's tournament, a scoring error was
charged to Cameron Carrico after he signed
the wrong score card. The ruling. which cut
the team's lead by two, ended up p laying a
key role as the Racers fell by just one stroke.
Hunt said this year should be different as
things have played out perfectly thus far.
"We set out to have a tougher schedule
this year," Hunt said. "In the spring, we
played a great schedule with a lot stronger
teams that we don't normally play. To go to
UK and win their own invitational on their
home course says a lot about our team. In the
nine years I've been coaching that was probably our biggest tournament win. We have a
lot of confidence going in (to the OVCs)."
Junior Carrico (70-66-73'=209) and Senior
Nick Newcomb (70-72·68=210) stayed hot
during the trip to Lexington notching third
and fifth place finishes respectively after
tying for fifth in the Big Blue Invitational on
AprilS.
The team's third win came against a tough
field of 24, including Auburn, Memphis and
Kentucky.
Hunt praised his two star's play and mentioned that Newcomb, who will graduate in
May, should have the chance to play professionally.
"Cameron and Nick have had an outstanding year," Hunt said. "Nick has had an outstanding career at Murray State. He is as

steady a player as I've ever seen. He was the
OVC medalist two years ago, he won AliOVC last year and should be All-QVC this
year.
"If you're one of the top players in the
OVC, then I think you have a legitimate shot
of playing at the next level," he said. Nil:k's
work ethic and drive should give him a good
shot at it,"
Newcomb said his time here at Murray
State playing for Hunt has been an amazing
experience.
"Coach Hunt is a really good guy," Newcomb said. "He's always been there for me
for everything I've done, not just golf. I really respect anything he says nnd appreciate
his encouragement and everything he's ever
done for me."
Jared Wolfe (17th, 73-70·71=214), Chris
Griffin (46th, 74-70-76..220) and
Patrick
Newcomb (106th, 71-78-81=230> rounded out
the scoring for Murray State, who were
coached by Assistant Athletic Director Dave
Winder after Hunt's absence for his so~·s
wedding in Antigua. It is Winder's fi~st
career win.
On the women's side, top five finishes are
becoming commonplace for Velvet Milkman's team as a fifth place showing at tpe
EKU lady Colonel Classic marks their third
of the spring season.
'
Seniors Andrea Downer (76·76·75) and
Megan McKinnC)' (73·75-79) led the charge
for Murray State as each scored 227 to claim
a piece of seventh.
·
Senior Joyce Trus added a 13th place fini.sh
(76-76=229) while Alex Lennartsson (47th.
78-80-84:242.) and Morgan Cross (66th, 8382-83... 248) rounded lout the Racers.
Both teams will continue play in the OVC
Tournament at Greystonc Golf Course in
Dickson, Tenn. The women kickoff play
Thursday while the men play four days later
on April26.
'
Contact Waddell at gregory.waddell@
murraystate.edu.
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Women
look
strong
after
7-0
shutout
over
EIU
I
1

Kyra Ledbetter

I Staff writer

hee said. "It just gets me ready for the OVC's."
As it turns out, "very well" was an understatemeat.
McGahee was uncontested in her singles
match going 6-Q in both sets against sophomore
Amanda Dibbs.
Ottosen had nearly the same effect on her
opponent, defeating sophomore Annie Eagen 6-l,
6-0 to claim the win. In addition. sophomore Cassidy Cunitz snuffed freshman Merritt Whitley 62, 6-1.
"What a great way for Angela and Lindsay to
end their career here, with a 6-0, 6-0. 6-0, 6-1, 7-0
over Eastern Illinois," Head Coach Connie
Keasling said. "That just shows you how much
their teammates believe in them."
The Racer seniors may get a better send-off
still in the upcoming OVC tournament.
Murray State beat their opponent, UT Martin,
just over a week ago at home. Although the game
was not so quick a finish as EIU, the 5-2 defeat

~ women's tennis team went 7·0 against
Eastern Illinois this weekend, gaining entry into
I the OVC tournament.
For the team's two seniors Lyndsay Ottosen
I and Angela McGahee, the final home match of
their careers at Murray State was both rewarding
and heart breaking.
..I would say bittersweet because it's over, but
1 we've worked really hard these last four years,"
Ottosen said. "We ended on a really good note,
I though. Knowing that we're going to the conference just makes it that much better."
Teammate McGahee had similar feelings about
' leaving Purcell Tennis Cou rts for good.
1 "I have mixed emotions because I know this is
I the last time I'm ever going to play on these
courts, but at the same time I feel good because
4481).
•' !Finally. this paper is for you guys so I we played very well for our last match," McGa•Would love to get feedback on any stories 1
•you would like to see. I can't promise we I
~ will use all of them, but Ricky and I will do
our very best to help you see Murray State 1
athletics through a different lens.
. I guess that will do it then. Thanks for
giving me your time and at least two or
three minutes you'll never be able to get
back. I appreciate it more than you could
ever know.
Gamecocks won the OVC tournament last
KyraLedbetter
• POWER PLAY: All joking aside though, 1
Staff writer
year and have won four of their last five
really do want to thank Elizabeth for the
matches.
'hard work and time she put in to make this
JSU's impressive record and conference
After a season heavy with losses, the
year so awesome. As much as we give her
men's tennis team enter the OVC tournatitle arc not enough to put a damper on
· grief, l really do appreciate her being
Purcell's outlook for the match.
ment as the sixth seed, facing off against
patient with all of us and striving to make
Jacksonville State University after being
"lbey won the conference last year, but
• us that much better. That's why she gets
they have five new players, so they are
defeated by the Gamecocks earlier in the
• the nod this week. As far as bosses go, I
heatable," Purcell said. "Of all the teams to
season.
'don't think you could do much better.
play first round we'd rather play them
Despite this season's results, Head
· 'PENALTY BOX: Although I love the
Coach Mel Purcell is optimistic about the
because we could've beat them here at
Dallas Cowboys, Jerry Jones goes in the
upcoming tournament.
home.
Penalty Box this week for slamming Bill
"We like our chances,'' Purcell said. "We
"We won the doubles point and one
•J>arcells and Tim Tebow. Even though I
won the doubles point on Saturday again.o;t
other match and were leading a couple of
•can understand Parcells to an extent
other matches at one point, so hopefully a
Eastern illinois, and we won the doubles
because they needed a big name to push
point against Jacksonville State when we
match up against them will just give us a
for the new stadium, Tebow is great on the
great chance to play Friday," he said.
played them here and we won one other
field and even better off. lbe organization
match against them."
If nothing else, Purcell believes the Rae·
could use more guys Hke him. If nothing
er's tough season has prepared them for the
However lackluster their season. Purcell
else. take a chance and let him sit for a coucompetition they will meet at the OVC
said if the Racers have made the tourna·
. pie of seasons and develop.
ment, they have as good a chance as any at
tournament.
1WEET OF THE WEEK: Compliments
"I always schedule tough matches," Pur·
the title.
of Matt Jones and Kentucky Sports Radio,
cell said. "The win-loss record was"never a
"We sort of struggled and barely made
because I probably visit the Web site at
big issue for us. We only won two matches,
our way in," Purcell said. "We had to win
least 12 times a day. On Wednesday the
one match out of the last two. I mean, we're
but we competed well and felt like we
Cats picked up two of the top players in
not coming in with great confidence, but
could have won a couple more. Now it
2<ho and 2011 in Brandon Knight and we have a feeling at least that we can have doesn't matter. Everyone's on the same
Michael Gilchrist.
playing level. Hopefully those tough
a chance to compete for it now that we're
, KySportsR.adio The KSR Signing Day
in the tournament."
matches will pay off here at the end of the
' Live Blog ended up with 21,581 fans stopHowever, the Racers' upcoming opposeason."
ping by. Dont ever say any fanbase is more
nent has more than just sheer confidence
The Racers faceoff against the Gamepassionate than Kentucky's.
cocks at 10 a.m. today at the Lone Oak Tenfueling their tournament bid. Despite
, Wednesday via web.
sporting five freshmen in their line up, the
nis Center in Paducah, Ky.
•· Contact Waddell at gregory.waddell@
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbetter@
Gamecocks' S-2 conference record far outmurraystate.edu.
murraystate.edu
shines the Racers' 2-5 mark. In addition, the

1

spells good news for the Racers.
"We had a lot of ups and downs this season,
but thank God we're coming out of our downs at
the r ight time, going into conference,'' McGahee
said. "I just feel really confident about everybody's play. Hopefully we can stay on this high
and ride it all the way through."
However, past victories aside. the Sky hawks
may be --a more \!Vorthy opponent than first pcrceived. In their most recent match against Murray State, the three seed UTM was a single win
away from gaining the doubles point, which
Keasling has long held as a major deciding factor
of any match.
Without a home court advantage, the Racers
stand on near equal footing with the Skyhawks.
Keasling said.
The Racers take on UTM at 2 p.m. today at the
Lone Oak Tennis Center in Paducah, K>··
Contact
Ledbetter at
kyra./('dbetter@
murraystate.edu.

Men hold positive outlook on Jacksonville State matchup

Racers face Gamecocks in conference first round

I ile photo

Sophomore Jose caetano returnsa shot In practice last season.

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TOO 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283

..•

One- and two-bedroom apartments
A RST FULL MONTH FREE!
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a .m . - noon

1 p .m. - 5 p .m.

Lutheran Hour
FM 92.1

SUnday at 9

p.m.
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Purple Aces sweep 'Breds
Elizabeth Johnson
~ports

Editor

After a heartbreaking 20-17 loss to
Evansville in extra innings at Reagan
Field Tuesday, the 'Breds traveled to
take on the Purple Aces Wednesday.
~·· Unfortunately for Murray State,
Evansville continued to out-do the
' 'Breds, taking a 14-S victory at their
'home field.
Jn the first game of the home-away
series, the 'Breds secured a 5-0 lead in
'the first inning and led Evansville in a
' hitting batde through the eighth inning
until the Purple Aces posted four runs in
' th{' ninth inning to tie the game at 14.
Murray State errors and strong Evansville hitting propelled the Purple Aces to
victory as they scored six runs to Murray State's three in the lOth inning.
· "I guess you can't really blame it on
any one thing," senior outfielder Bryan
' Propst said. "We had a couple of
'· untimely errors and a •few balls that
weren't that bad of pitches, but you have
'• to give their hitters credit. They didti't
'miss much. I know we barreled our balls
pretty good. 20-17, it's tough, but it was a
' good game.~
In the offensive battle, Evansville
'•·recorded 23 bits, while Murray State
·· posted 18, with the teams leaving 10 and
'• 11 runners on base, respectively.
"It was just a really ugly game," Head
Coach Rob McDonald said. "I was talking to their coach after the game and we
- both thought it seemed like as ugly a
game you'll ever see.
~
"At one point it looked I ike we had the
'· game under control. Then they came
back and got in it, and we couldn't get
them out. We did some outstanding
things. They did too. In the end. they
just did better than we did as the score
indicated."
Junior center fielder Zach Noonan led
the Thoroughbreds offensive attack,
going 4-for-7 from the plate and scoring
four runs.

In the second matchup of the two
teams, Evansville came out swinging,
hammering in 13 runs in the first four
innings to knock off Murray State.
Although the 'Breds were swept by
the Purple Aces, Murray State was successful in its three-game series at Jacksonville State last weekend in conference action.
Falling to the Gumecocks 3-7 in the
first game, th<.• 'Breds rebounded to
claim the last two by a total of nine ,runs
in 9-6 and 9-3 victories.
"Jacksonville ~tate is no question one
of the top teams in the league," McDonald said. "Not many people go down
there and win two. I was really proud of
the guys. W c had a lot of guys come
through and do big things, great things.
We competed when the chips were
down and just did a grt'at job."
The 'Brcds. 18-15 on the season, travel
to take on SIU-Edwardsville in a threegame series today and Saturday.
The Cougars are 9-22 this year and
are new to the OVC.
Propst said the team is not worried
about the games, but is focused on their
·performance.
"I honestly don't know a whole lot
about (SlU-E)," Propst said. "1 know
we're to where it doesn't really matter
who we're playing as much as how we
play. We got a lot of talent on the team some good arms and a lot of age - so l
think it really depends on if we come
out and play."
"It really is all on our shoulders. Anybody can always win any game, but l
think we've got the talent to where fate
is in our hands for the weekend," he
said.
McDonald agreed with Propst and
said the team in concentrated on its
game.
"We try to keep our focus on how we
play and not worry that much about the
other club," McDonald said.
Contact Johnson ar elizabetha.
johnson@murraystate.edu.

Turkey season arrives ·

The opening day of
turkey season is Saturday. and 90,000 Kentucky hunters, according to the department
of Kentucky Fish and
Wildlife Resources,
will flood the spring
woods, shotgun ~ or
- - - - - -- bow in hand this seaSt~ve
son.
•
Miller
Normally, that many
Outdoor columnist hunters would raise
the concern of hunting pressure reducing
the odds for a gobbler, but KDFWR also
forecasts the numbers of birds in the commonwealth is priming this season to be
record breaking in terms of success.
The forecast indicates that there are
220,000 tur keys in Kentucky's wild turkey
flock this spring.
While the ratio of hunters to birds is definitely in favor of the hunters, you should
not overlook hunting pressure and how it
will influence your hunt. Whether hunting
public or private land. you can bank on a
competing bunter being nearby.
Q; What ls aJ,l mr.~
about you?
The least pressured turkeys arc wily
to outsmart us hunters most of the
enough
A:. IIJ have
m1 ~ license.'"
time. and when you add even the slightest
bit of anxiety, it makes hunting them hardQ; What lUIS beea
&est part of this
cr. There arc some tactics to try if these
season so f'atl
birds have you coming out of the woods
, each day without a gobbler over your
shoulder.
I am not an expert caller or professional
gone out~
$tood toe-to-toe with
turkey hunter. far from it actually. but these
tips come from my experiences hunting
~
tb bea:t them a
them the last eight years.
coup~o£:~1111
When it comes to calUng, I learned that
less
is best. The hunting pressure, especialCOmpUed by Elizabeth Johnson
ly on public land, can condition the turkey
I
to ignore exc~ssive calling. The awardwinning callers seen on TV hardly use half
of their "turkey vocabulary" in the field. It
is mostly used for show and entertainment.
Tree yelps, plain yelps, cackles, purrs,
puus. cuts and gobbles all have their time
and place of effectiveness, but if you know
always feel like the game is within reach so it's
. Ricky Martin
how to do a simple cluck, you will tag a
Staff writer
good to see them compete hard until the last out
gobbler in the spring. If you do not, it :was
is recorded."
not your lack of calliqg to blame.
The next day. the Racers (eturnecj home to 1 ..Another reaspfl for subdued calling is it
Lools!_ng ahead to their ~eries a~nst Southhost the 32-7 Skyhawks. who pace the OVC with
cast Missouri State, the Racer softball team will
is not natural for birds to r.nake their loca, try to put a stop to their four-game skid this
an 11-3 record.
tion known to predators by noisy comm.uThe Skyhawks wasted little time bringing the
weekend against the Rcdhawks at home.
nication.
' After falling in a ten inning battle with Westoffense to life, putting six nms on the board in
One trick 1 like to usc is staying silent
the top of the second inning, and then aduing
ern Kentucky Tuesday afternoon, Murray State
until the turkeys have flown down from
was unable to defend its home field against conanother two in the final frame to claim the 8-0
their nightly roosting sights and I can bear
victory.
ferencL"-leading UT Martin Wednesday, bringthem communicating with each other. This
ing the Racers' record to 13-23 overall, with a 5-8
Murray State will look to rebound this week:JUows me to mimic the sounds, tone and
end, however, hosting SEMO.
mark in conference play.
frequency of the birds on that particular
Tuesday's trip to Bowling Green, Ky., to face
Although they enter the series ranked lOth in
morning. Many times, hunters will scare a
the OVC boasting a 13-22 record overall, SF.MO
the Hill toppers p rovided yet another first for the
bird off in the other direction as soon as it
Racers - their longest game.
was ranked third in the preseason polls, and
hits the ground.
received one first-place vote.
Western Kentucky took an early 3-0 lead, but
In order for this to work you will need to
Pyron said the Redhawks are not a team to
the Racers battled back in the sixth and seventh
set up close to roosting sites, which you
innings, knotting the score at three a piece on a
overlook and their record is no indication of
should have located through scoutiJ?,g
what kind of team they arc.
game-tying single of£ the bat of junior Jenna
before hunting. This can be hard to do
"SEMO is a quality team," Pyron said. "Any~ Bradley.
without sending alarms to the turkeys that
After the RBI single by Bradley, the defense
body who thinks they aren't a quality team is
you are there.
.for both teams increased. and the score
mistaken. They arc very good and very compctOne strategy I like to utilize is walklng in
. remained tied until the lOth inning, when the
iHve, and,they've struggled a little bit in the cirfallen leaves. Turkeys are bipedal just like
international tie-breaker rules were put into
cle, but if their p itchers come out and throw
we are, so some ruckus among the leaves is
effect, placing a runner on second to start the
well, they can beat just about anybody. They nrc
usually attributed to another turkey out for
inning.
certainly not a team that can be taken lightly,
a stroll. Avoid stepping on limbs that will
you have to show up and play well. "
The Hilltoppers capitalized in the bottom of
crack under your weight and move slowly.
File photo
the lOth, to claim the 4-3 victory.
The series gets underway at 1 p.m. Saturday at
lf you think you arc moving too slow, slow
Sophomore Megan Glosser heads back to second base
Racer Field with a double-header. The finale is
Head Coach Jay Pyron said he likes the way
down some more. A Navy Seal approach
after
leading off In a gameat Racer Field.
his team batded back even though they were not
set for I p.m. Sunday.
with stealth will help close the deal.
able to get the win.
Pyron said. "Lately they have been fighting when
Contact
Martin
at
richard.martln@
Just as important as calling and stealth is
"1 like how my team competes and fights."
we are ahead and when we arc b~!hind. They
murraystate.edu.
concealment. A turkey may not have a nose
like a deer, but it does have eyes like a
hawk. Full camouflage is a must. You (head
to toe), your gun and anything else you
carry in the woods need to be covered in
camo.
Conceal any glaring objects. such as
glasses. watches, rings and metal. I've been
regional qualifier on Lake of the
teal division te:1m to go this far.
Staff report
busted twice by turkeys as they have
"After digging ourselves in a
Ozarks in October. and finishing
noticed a small patch of my white socks or
hole on day two, we knew that we
fifth in the Regional Championship
Though 164 schools competed
the strap swinging from my gun as I was
on Kentucky Lake in November.
had to have a strong day to have a
for a shot at the 2010 FLW College
ready to make a shot.
After the first day, the Racl.'rs
shot at first place," Tippett said.
Fishing National Championship,
To be successful, you need to be patient1
were sitting in second place, confiDespite having four fish, the
• only 25' teams qualified.
patient to start calling, patient to move
dent they could overtake the top
most of any school on the fmal day.
! Over the course of two days, that
slowly and naturally and patient when o/OU
the Racers' catch was not enough
spot held by Auburn University on
• field was whittled down to five.
get outsmarted because it happens to even
day two.
weight to make up the deficit
Murray State was one of the last
the best turkey hunters.
A change in conditions, though,
between first and fifth place, but
teams standing.
OUTDOOR IUGHLIGHTS
the team did move up one spot to
left the team without a single fish
The Murray State team of Kalem
finish
fourth.
to
weigh
in
on
day
two.
but
even
Tippett and Steve Miller finished
Land Between the Lakes Cele brates
Florida reigned supreme and
without catching a keeper, their
• the season as the fourth best bass
Earth Day: Earth Weekend at LBL features
File photo
day one performance was enough
was followed by Texas State in
programs, walks, demonstrations and mote
team in the nation after the threeKalemTippett weighs in at a qualifying
to put them in fifth place and make
second, Auburn in third and Texas
day tournament.
to help you learn about and appreciate the
event of theFLWCollege fishing Nationthe cut for the fmal day.
A&M in fifth.
For their showing. they won
land, water, plants and animals that call
al Championship last fall.
After two days of fishing the
"It's been an awesome ride,"
$20,000 to be split evenly between
LBL their home. Through the Respect the
final five teams were Texas State,
Tippett said. "To be in contention
the University and the Murray
Resource program, you learn about ways to
honored to represent Murray State
Florida, Texas A&M, Auburn and
for a title is all you can ask for
' State Bass Club.
at this event of the best college
protect LBL's future.
' '
going into the final day. Overall. it
Murray State.
Tippett and Miller qualified for
bass teams in the country and will
Contact Miller at steven.mille;@
was a great opportunity. We arc
Murray State was the only centhe championship by winning the
murraystate.edu.
'
be back nex't year."
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.Racers fall to UTM, look to SEMO

Anglers take fourth in nation
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First: White
Second: Richmond
Third: Springer-Franklin

First: Sock 'n' Buskin
:
Second: Baptist Campus Ministtv
Third: Honors Program
·

Fraternity Division

.First: Alpha Omicron Pi
Second: Alpha Delta Pi
-c-Third: Alpha Gamma Delta

Photos by Kirby fclcikamp!The News

Lambda Chi Alpha members shower SGA President Kara Mantooth with confetti durino their Americathemed performance at Wed~sday's All<ampus SinQevent

·.

.First: Sigma Phi Epsilon
Second: lambda Chi Alpha
Third: Alpha Gamma Rho

Campus groups sing, dance on steps of Lovett
Charlotte Kyle
Features Editor

;:
'

!
'
!
'

Weeks of practicing choreography on stairs
and doing vocal exercises in the shower paid
off as 18 groups competed in Wednesday's
52nd Annual All-Campus Sing on the steps of
Lovett Auditorium.
Hosll'U by Sigma Alpha Iota, the Alumni
Association and the Office of Student Affairs,
the annual event featured groups divided into
four categories: residential colleges, independents. sororities and fraternities.
In addition to first, second and third places
in each category, groups competed for best
choreography, best costumes, best soloist and
the director award.
Groups were judged on musicality, including harmony and quality, crowd appeal,
choreography and overall effect.
Themes this year ranged from world issues,
such as the economy and HIV in Africa, to
fame, money and love.
White College took first place in the residential college division with its "Headlines of
2009'' performance. Cornelius Hocker, director and sophomore from Greenville. Ky., said
they prepared for three weeks.
"ll consisted of latc·night practices," Hocker snid. "We were actually on the steps Mooday and Tuesday night from (midnight) to
2:30 in the morning. It just came together. We
all wanted to go out there and
win, and we did."
Hocker said the group tried

to fe~uure a variety of styles.
"We had a little bit of rap, a little bit of
country, 1 believe, (some) hip-hop (and) pop
music," he said. "We catered to everyone."
Though the group was small. Hocker said
they received support from members of their
residential college.
"They would come watch our practices and
they'd say, 'We can't sing. but we'll support
(you),"' he said.
James Richmond College's "Pride of the
Pack" and Springer-Franklin College's "'50s
Retro" received second and third places,
respectively.
The independent division dominated the
special awards. Brett Russell with the Honors
Program's "Songs of Elton John" won best.
soloist. while the Baptist Campus Ministry
won best choreography with "The Spirit of
Africa."
Sock ·n· Buskin performed "When Villains
Met Heroes," a performance featuring Disney
characters fighting over "The little Mermaid"
Ariel's voice to win All-Campus Sing. The
group won best costumes and first place in
the independent division.
Baptist Campus Ministry and the Honors
Program won second and third places,
respectively.
In th~ S()rority division, the women of
Alpha Omicron Pi won with "If
the Shoe Fits," a theme directors Michelle Ford and
Rebecca Raj said
from out of the blue.

"We'd been bouncing off themes about two
or three weeks and couldn't come up with
anything," Ford, sophomore from Carterville,
Ill., said.
Then, Ford said, one of the members mentioned the randomness of last year's performances. Upon seeing a pile of shoes in Ford's
room, the sister jokingly suggested they sing
about shoes.
The idea stuck, Ford said.
Raj, freshman from Murray, said her
favorite song to perform was Nelly's "Air
Force Ones"· because the group could cut
loose. Ford said the song fit perfectly with
their theme.
"It's not something that you would expect.
especially from a sorority," she said.
Alpha Delta Pi's "Love Story" won second
place and the spirit award, and Alpha Gamma
Delta's "Fame" took third.
In the fraternity division, Alpha Sigma Phi's
director Shawn Webb took home the director
award. The group performed a "Space Jam..
theme, complete with basketball uniforms.
Sigma Phi Epsilon won first place with their
Spring Break-the.med performance. Cameron
Gish, director and junior from Owensboro,
Ky., said there was a lot of pressure to live up
to past performances.
"To sec all your hard work and practices
kind of come together and culminate in a win,
especially because this is the seventh year in
a row that we've won," he said. "Bringing
home a 'sevenpeat' is really awesome, even
though it's a lot of hard

work, we're really excited about it and excited for next year. too."
Gish said it was not an easy win for the
group.
"I thought (the other groups) did a great
job, and I was really impressed by everyone,"
he said. "It definitely made our job harder.
We were nervous, but fortunately we came
home with the win."
The group's performance began with:
everyone dressed in hoodies, sitting bored in'
class. They then stripped off their clothing to
reveal shorts and brightly colored T-shirts.
Throwing the clothes resulted in dothing
stuck in the trees next to the stairs.
.. We started practicing that yesterday,"
Gish said. "Yesterday was our first time. The
microphones made it a hit difficult. It was
pretty interesting. We went over it about 30
minutes trying to get people to do it without ·
showing body parts and all of that stuff. It was
a challenge, but I think it was kind of cool, and
I think the crowd liked it."
Lamda Chi Alpha's "We Love America,"
which featured cameos by basketball players · · ·:
Tony Easley and Danero Thomas, took second place and Alpha Gamma Rho's work·
•
themed "On the Job with AGR" placed third.
•
Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu Alpha. the
•
music fraternities, also performed for the
crowd.
:
For video coverage of All-Campus Sing,
check out thenews.org.
Concact Kyle at charlotte:kylc@
murraystate.edu.
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f~:Annual pageant determines 2010's Miss MSU
~

:..

• ~·Jamie Booth
; ;4staff writer

""#!

,J :• Last Saturday, 15 women competed for the
• ::=title, and crown, of Miss Murray State Uni•::vcrsity 2010.
( ·:: The contestants, whose majors ranged
:from accounting to liberal arts, each repre' .• -sen ted an on-campus organization.
The pageant, sponsored by SGA and the
C:tmpus Activities Board, consisted of contestants performing an opening dance num''· . ber. modeling evening gowns. cond.u cting on·• · stage interviews and shadng video presenta·
· -·,__· tions.
The masters of ceremony, Cameron Gish ·
• · :· and Kirby O'Donoghue, entertained the audi·
· . · ence and announced each competitor's infor. . • mation during the evening gown portion.
- •~ After the evening gowns, five finalists par. ; • ticipated in an on-stage interview. Questions
~. ·~ included how contestants would spend lotterY. winnings and their preference between a
•. • , lifeiime supply of shampoo. Starbucks or
- : • i Spanx.
, · • Ashley Winkler, senior from Murray,
, ' . received first runner-up while Elizabeth
, ... , Myers, junior from Dover, Tenn., was
., ·• crowned Miss Murray State University 2010.
Myers said she participated in the pageant
• ., after she was nominated by fraternity Lamb•· da Chi Alpha.
"I've always really enjoyed watching Miss·
, , , MSU," she said. "I was curious to sec how it
• ,•· would go. l'm really glad that 1 decided to
participate. It was really fun and I learned a
• • lot."
' : ""

t

i

.

Myers said despite the competition, friendships formed between the women.
"1 was intimidated by the other ~iris," she
said. "They all had killer resumes and a lot of
confidence. But the best part was getting to
know the other girls. It was such a diverse
group. and I met a lot of girls I wouldn't have
otherwise been able to."
Beauty and grace are not the most important characteristics of Miss MSU, Myers said.
"I got wrapped up thinking about outward
appearances," she said. "I realized that it was
my personality that the judges wanted to see.
So 1 tried to relax and let my personAlity
shine through, and that allows you tu have a
lot of fun with it."
Myers said she feels privileged to wear the
crown next year. Her responsibilities wlll
include representing the school at alumni
events, Homecoming and the Kentucky
Mountain Laurel Festival, where she will
compete in a pageant among representatives
f~o!Il every Kentucky university.
Jeanie Morgan, SGA program coordinator,
said the pageant showcases outstanding
women in the hopes of finding someone who
can best represent the University in the
up-.:oming year.
"(Miss MSU) is the spokesperson of the
University at events on and off campus," she
said. ''The winner must meet the characteristics of a Murray State student."
The process starts early in the fall semester
when SGA sends out invitations to each recognized organization on campus, asking for
two girls to represent them in the pageant,
Morgan said.

Courmey Cram/Th(' News

first runner-up Ashley Winkler conoratulates Miss MSU 2010 Elizabeth Myers at saturday's Miss MSU paoeant
This year, 56 young women were nominated, and after a preliminary judging, IS made it
into the actual pageant. Judging in the this
stage is based on scholastic achievement and
on-campus involvement, Morgan said.
During the pageant, judges give points for
poise, appearance, communication abilities,
knowledge and overall impression, she said.
Morgan said the pageant affects the contestants in many positive ways beyond the

scholarship money they receive.
"It's an excellent opportunity to represent
the University and meet people in different
areas," she said. "It's such a rewarding experience to work with 14 other ladies and make
friendships you might nut have had before.
It's also a great character builder and teaches
the girls a lot about time management."
Contact Booth at jamit.'.booth@
murraystatc.cdu.

·~

· :·.Women's Center encourages students to 'have a heart'
-... : Anna Taylor
· .'' Staff writer

In one of their final events of the
· :. - · semester, the Women's Center has
been selling heart pins since Aprill
· · to raise awareness and money for
· ·~ ' child abuse.
· "'-' According to a flyer distributed
· • ' by the Women's Center. statistics
• ·.' show 394 children were reported to
have bet.·n abused as a result of
'· :• their guardian's anger. neglect or
· ,:-. other fault in 2009. The Women's
'I Center is showing their support to
those children through Have a
.. ~. · •Heart, Buy a Heart.
, •. , ' • Students can join the cause by
;A, '• pun.:hasinga papcrbeart for $1 that
· reads "It shouJAI)'~ )lurt to be a
I

child." The heart pin represents the
supporter's heart for caring and the
smaller heart inside the pin represents the heart of an abused child.
The National Child Abuse Prevention ribbon is also represented on
the hearts.
The hearts are to be worn next
Friday to raise awareness of child
abuse. Hearts have been on sale
around campus and at Walmart but
are currently on sale in 201 Ordway
Hall and will be until Thursday.
All proceeds go to Merryman
House"Domestic Crisis Center and
the Purchase Area Sexual Assault
and Child Advocacy Center.
Amy Anglin, junior from Dover,
:renn., ~aid. she admired the Women's Center for its support.

"Just like all the other awareness
events that (the Women's Center)
has, (child abuse) is something that
really does happen," Anglin said.
"We don't live in a fantasy world
where everything is happy. This is
something that needs to be brought
up and something that people need
to be aware about."
Anglin said she hopes students
on campus take charge and continue to bring up the subject.
Valerie Hobbs from Cottage
Grove, Tenn.. is the mastermind
behind this campaign. She carne up
with Have a Heart, Buy a Heart in
honor of National Child Abuse Prevention Month.
"l wns sitting In the office trying
to think and it just came to me:

'have a heart, buy a heart. (We
could) sell hearts to raise money
for the Merryman House and
PASAC,'" she said.
Hobbs, a single mother of three,
has been an office assistant at the
\\'omen's Center since November
2009.
"I'm always with my children
unless I am working," Hobbs said.
Helping out with Hobbs was
Amber Marable.
Hobbs encourages students to
continue raising awareness for this
C~IUSe.

"There is hope, never give up,''
Hobbs said. ''I've been through a lot
the last three years and there is
always'ilope. That is the message
that these hearts are sending out

and that is why this campaign is so
important to me; it shows that there
are people that care.''
The goal for the Women's Center
is to raise $500, Jane Etheridge,
director of the Women's Center,
said.
"We would like to give $250 to
each of the (charities)," Etheridge
said. "Each of them have a wish list.
and we are trying to help them at
least get a few of the items that are
on their wish list."
Students may also donate to the
Merryman House or PASAC
through the Women's Center or
visit the Merryman House bake
sale Friday at Walmart.
Contact.Jfllylor atay/or2@
murraystate.cdu.
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111111 1 IIIIS II Weell
Local or One lay rates MOl available at:
Sears Hometown Store
In Murray
AddiUonal15% on wtth this ad.
912 South 12th Street Murray. Ky. Next to Sirloin Stockade
Call (270)753-9872 or vis1t BudgetTruck.com

--·open· on,. 1 1 a.m. - Midnight:

A Kentucky Colonel Ui King Arthur's Court

!iun.

The Swantp Maiden of Venus

l\loon - g p.m.

by K enneth Tuck er

To-&o Line

Dine-In or carryout

i!70-76i!-0Di!i!

... .

Happy hour (i!-6 p.tn.)
Half Price Appet:lzer!i

--------------------------------------------~

and

A faill•d alchemical l!Xperiment sends a young
Kentuckian into· a world where Arthurian legends are rea/it)', and he must encoumer a mangy
werewolf, talking fish. walking eyes. man-l'ating
witches. belligerellt giants. and a horde of
unruly trolls and their libidinous princess before
he can save King Arthur's Court from the mysterious Black Knight. At tinws whimsical, at times
satiric, often humorous. A Kentucky Colonel is a
fast-paced adventure in rlze style r~f that grand
old fantasy magazine Unknown Worlds. The
Swamp Maiden is a bitter-sweet tale of a young
love and a boy:\· addiction to fantasy.

Available online at Amazon .com, Barnes & Noble, and www.authorbouse.com or
Authorbouse botline (888-280-7715). Copies are also available at tbe Murray State
Bookstore and Terrapin Station. Check for copies at other local bookstores.
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Movie Review

'Clash' pales in comparison to original
Assistant Features Editor Cody
Arant writes tbe movie rcl•icws.
Remakes are the standard in Hollywood these days.
Don't get me wrong; I am not
oppos~d to any and all remakes.
Sometimes, a movie franchise gets
so bogged down in years of continuity and through numerous creative changes that it becomes necessary to hit the big red reset button. See "Batman Begins."
Sometimes, a movie remake can
introduce a newer, younger audience to an amazing movie that they
wouldn't otherwise have any reason to see. For instance, "Disturbia"
to "Rear Window."
And then there are remakes that
take a beloved cheesy '80s flick and
murder it, bum the corpse and piss
on the ashes.
Guess which category uclash of
the Titans" falls into. (Hint: It's the
latter.)
The 1981 filin "Clash of the
Titans" is one I suspect many reader's aren't familiar with. It was
loosely based on the myth of
Perseus, slayer of Medusa.
Adventure ensues, Perseus, aided
by the gods, slays Medusa, a titan,
and uses her head to slay the Kraken, another titan, in what can only
be Jescribed as some sort of clash,
perhaps of the titans.
When I heard a remake was
forthcoming, I was ecstatic. "Clash"
was such a campy, fun adventure
flick. There was essentially no way
to screw it up.
I'll be damned if they didn't find
every possible way to screw it up.
and make that movie.
Perseus (Sam Worthington,
"Avatar") is raised by some random
fisherman who finds him as a baby.
The fisherman keeps using some
harsh rhetoric to describe the gods.
who
are
apparently
total
douchcbags. One day, Perseus and
his family are out fishing, as fishermen are wont to do, when they see
a sta'tue of Zeus being destroyed by
some soldiers from Argos. For some
strange reason, this shocks and
appnlls Perseus adoptive father,
who literally_.minutes before~ was
saying that somebody should kick
the gods' asses.
Some harpies arrive on the scene,
murdering the hell out of the sol·
., diers. They quicldy combine into

Photo courtesy of allmoviephoto.com

Perseus refuses to even look at Zeus. 'I must build my career on the desecrated corpses of even more 80's classics!' he exclaims.
some sort of horrible Voltron, who
is actually Hades, played by Lord
Voldemort. Suddenly, Perseus'
entire family is dead, and he somehow winds up in Argos.
The royal family of Argos basically rat<i:hets up the anti-gods
rhetoric. We're treated to a scene in
Olympus where Zeus, who, by the
way, is totally Qui-Gon Jinn, tells
Hades to take his douchebaggery to
earth and teach the mortals their
place. Hades does, and threatens to
destroy Argos with the Kraken
unless the princess. Andromeda, is
sacrificed.
Word gets out that Perseus is
Zeus' son, and an ageless lady
named Io convinces Perseus to kill
the Kraken so that he can kkk
Hades' ass. Also, lo has been watching Perseus since he was a baby,
and they totally fall in Jove with
each other.
Oh, yeah, I skipped a part.
Perseus totally hates all the gods,
and refuses to use his demigod
powers or any sort of magical
weapons or other forms of assistance Zeus keeps throwing at him.
He vows to kill the gods, like some
son of KratQS. (That's the protago-·
nist of the God of War series of
video games. He kills gods.)
Sure, remakes aren't supposed to
be identical to the originat.films. 1
would bate, say, "Batman Begins"
were it tonally identical to "Batman
Forever." But, this is as ridiculous
as making a Batman movie where
Bruce Wayne tirelessly campaigns

to bring down Wayne Enterprises.
That's a bit of a tone-shift.
''Clash" goes from light-hearted
action/adventure to super dark
antihero angst battles. Oh well, at
least it will look good. ri~ht?
Sorry, but no. The director, Louis
Leterrier ("Incredible Hulk"),
approached the studio early on ' to
make the movie in 3-D. They said
no. Then "Avatar" came out, and
they put a ton of pressure on Leterrier to convert the film to 3-D. This
was, mind, months after the facL So,
he did.
The 3-D serves one very important role; it is a cautionary talc
about cramming a gimmick down
your movie's throat at the last
minute. Most 3-D movies are
planned to bl• 3·D affairs. They are
shot in such a fashion as to renl.ler
the 3-D an important part of the
film. "Clash" was not. It fcels
incredibly forced .
Basically the only "make it 3·D"
trick was to take scenes of two pcopie talking, pick one of the people,
and dighally move them closer to
the screen. And. by "digitally move
them closer to the screen," what J
actually mean is "make them blurry." It was annoying and obviously
added late in the game.
Even without the forced 3-D, the
visuals in this movie. suffered.
Scenes were frequently shot too
dark to see. '!'he action sequences
were full of generic and ridiculous
stunt-fighting, including the obligatory "Brad Pitt from 'Troy'" jumpy-

stab maneuver, which is ridiculous.
Seriously, Hollywood, stop doing it.
I dare you, dear reader, try that
move the next time you're in a fight.
Instead of just striking the guy,
jump at him with your flst out and
one leg back. See bow effective it is.
(Disclaimer: I am in no way responsible for you getting your ass
kicked.)
So, if you like your light-hearted
action/adventure movies to be horribly heavy-handed, derivative (by
which I mean, ''rips off Star Wars as
much as legally allowed"), full of
dark anti-heroes, with an utter disregard to the film that they're
remaking and the centuries old stories it is based on and just plain bad,
"Clash of the Titans" is for you.
"Clash of the Titans" is rated PG13 for fantasy action violence, some
frightening images and brief sensuality and has a runtime of 106 minutcs too many.
Contact Arant at cody.arllllt@
murraystate.edu.

,

Zero stars: Save your cash
One star: Only if you're bored
Two stars; Wait for the rental
Three stars: Sec. it immediately
Four stars: A future classic

1 ~....................................~~----..._....................----------...................-~------..-.------------..-.~..-.--..-.--------~~~~~~·
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Tllis week's new
releases
,...,
CDs

'

Editor's

111111~11

..
• Circa Survive .. "Biua Sky Noise"
• DavJd Benoit - tartholow"
• Sevendust • "Cold Day Memory''

·"Avatar"
• _,crazy Heart"
• "The Lovely Bones"

Before I begin, let me
offer my congratulations to the ''Chuck''
fans of the world.
As I predicted a few
weeks ago, the NBC
series took first place
with more than 50 percent of the votes in El
Online's Save One
Charlotte Show campaign.
Kyle
This does not mean
Features Editor it's renewed for another season, of course,
but it is a nice message to the network
1
that they should probably keep it around.
And now back to your regularly scheduled program.
I'm nearly certain that the Internet was
the greatest invention for rabid television-viewers.
Not because of Hulu or YouTube, but
because of imdb.com and the Google
search engine.
If I had a nickel for every time I recognized an actor but couldn't place where
they were from I could probably purchase the Internet.
Okay, that's an exaggeration but I
could definitely afford a faster computer
and another pair of Converse sneakers.
When this happens I turn to the Internet to answer those pressing questions.
As a kid l remember reading the Features pages of The Courier-Journal I was
completely fascinated with The Incredible Inman.
Columnist David Inman would answer
questions from TV and movie fans. Often
he would settle the debate between
spouses or coworkers about an actor
who had appeared in this or a song featured in an episode of that.
I was always amazed how he knew this
information. According to his Web site,
Inman has SO years worth of old TV
Guides.
Consider me jealous. I only have a few
boxes full, and at least five of them I only
bought because they featured individual
• covers of the members of •NSYNC.
In a world where facts are scattered
along the information highway like la~t
week's McDonald's wrappers, someone
like The Incredible Inman may not seym
neede d.
.
I might not need to ask him Who
played this c haracter or what : the
longest-running series was on that ~nel.
, ::
Not everyone knows where to la9l
though, and even in this need-knoWle dge-now generation people seelc•bls
.
advtce.
: ·~
~.•
It's all about knowing where to look.
Inman knows it, and he offers a witty
wisecrack to go with it.
· ·
He was my Internet before I kneyt7ijje
Internet existed, and even thougb.: J}e
often answered questions about sb9ws
I'd never even heard of, I respect and
admire anyone who can hold that IYJ.UJ;h
knowledge of seemingly-useless ioiQrmation.
I do believe it is time for me to start
studying more obscure TV facts. ~en
maybe one day I'll be incredible, too: : :
Contact Kyle at charlotte. kyle@ · · •
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Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUZZles for FREE.
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Play more Sudoku and Win prizes at·

PRIZ£SUDOKU.co~
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The SUdoku Source Ol "lhe Murray Sla!e News''
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